I am writing to inform you of the changes and edits I have made to my research entitled “Implementing Personal Devices in Math.” I first began with going through and fixing all grammatical errors. I then began to review the changes mentioned by the two reviewers.

The following are changes I made based on reviewer one’s comments. I added how technology is used in classrooms within the literature review based off of pieces of evidence from articles I utilized. I also included a paragraph in the methods and procedures section about why I choose to have six targeted students for the study and how they were chosen. In the findings section I adjusted the wording of the type of technology I used with my students to clarify if I was talking about the device or the online math program. I also went through and corrected my APA citations.

The following are changes I made based on reviewer two’s comments. I defined what I meant by technology being used in the classroom in the literature review. In the methodology I went through and further explained the two online programs being used for the study (Dreambox and Education Galaxy). I explained in the methodology section that the pre and post test were created by the teacher based off of state standards and not created by the online programs. A chart was added to the Data Collection section to explain what pieces of evidence I collected for the study and why. I took out the mention of student feelings toward math from the student interviews in the methodology since I did not have the student responses listed in my research. I also went back into my conclusion and added how the study affected my teaching and how it impacted my teaching the following year.

Thank you for your response on my research. I appreciate your time and reviews of my study. Please let me know if there is anything else you would like me to review or change.

Sincerely,

Jamie Wenger McDaniel
Texas State University
601 University Dr
San Marcos, TX 78666